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“Increase the resilience of organisations and infrastructure in Scotland 
to meet the challenges and opportunities presented by the impacts of 
climate change” 

 Supporting policy framework implementation

 Providing adaptation planning support for organisations and communities

 Delivering adaptation skills training to help build capacity

 A gateway for adaptation information in Scotland

 Support the application of the UKCP09 and other key climate information
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What needs to happen? 

• We need to plan effectively for a changing climate, 

• We need to we utilise the best evidence we have available.

• We need to get to a situation where…..

– Businesses and public service providers routinely consider climate 
change impacts when making plans for future growth or improvement

– Individuals and communities recognise potential climate impacts and 
take action to protect themselves and seize opportunity



The Best Evidence

• UKCP09 is the product of a very large undertaking by the 
climate science community…

• The result of seven years of work by the Met Office Hadley 
Centre, UK Climate Impacts Programme and a body of over 
thirty contributing organisations.”



Where to Start? 



... then you can go further



UKCP09 provides is a comprehensive dataset for climate change in 
Scotland – it addresses many of the short-coming of previous 
projections – and has responded to user demands for more 
information – it has delivered – but for many if has delivered too 
much!!!!!

… or not quite what they expected?



Key Findings
Key findings for Scotland East, 2080s Medium emissions scenario…”Under medium 
emissions, the central estimate of increase in summer mean temperature is 3.5ºC; it 
is very unlikely to be less than 1.8ºC and is very unlikely to be more than 5.7ºC. A 
wider range of uncertainty is from 1.2ºC to 7ºC.”

IT CAN BE 
OVERWHELMING!
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What does it mean for me?

• My sector?

• My policy area?

• My business /organisation?

• My community?

• My process?



SCCIP Guidance – Public & Private Sectors



Key Climate Messages for Scotland



‘High Level’ Messages about Impacts

SERVICE AND INFRASTRUCTURE IMPACTS: IMPORTANT MESSAGES



Need to work out what is most relevant to you...
and how to use this information...

SCCIP & UKCIP can help with guidance, training and support

But for effective adaptation we require the detail...



Customise your Climate Information
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Climate Scientists have provided a comprehensive dataset of climate 
information...

...however, adaptation requires understanding of impacts...

... the research and specialist community has critical role in 
translating climate variables to impacts.

So how does the wider research community engage with projections?
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What Do Policy Makers Need?

• Requires well informed policy makers...  UKCP09 provides the evidence base... but 
need to understand impacts

• Part of this is commissioning decision-relevant research... this responsibility rests 
in both directions – there needs to be good interaction between policy makers 
and researchers 

• Researchers must also have opportunity to work out how to use climate 
information – in-depth work on specific impacts is relatively new!! 

• But also a wider engagement... between scientific community / policy makers / 
those who will enact policy / those who will be impacted...

• This will need to occur at different scales – national / regional / local... All 
important - but don’t forget that most adaptation action will be local... 

• And it can’t be done in isolation... cross-sectoral engagement and collaboration is 
critical... more effective and efficient adaptation... and avoids uncoordinated 
adaptation that may lead to adverse or unintended outcomes

What Does Adaptation Need?



SCCIP Partnership:
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